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Growth
With the black mark against their name and their honour finally gone, the family elders once again gathered
together on Arkunen, but this time to elect a family Archon, the legal head of the House. Naturally, that ended up
being Nisam (short for Nisamlirkhuu) Popa, the owner and CEO of Starship Quickeners. Unusually, a Vice-Archon
was also elected: while the Archon proper resided on Arkunen, Vice-Archon Kerros Popa lived on Kapakoo, to lead
201
the majority of the clans who relocated to that region of space.
Over the next two centuries, the family schemed and pushed and plotted to regain the old heights of glory. Most
of the older High Nobles still looked down their nose at them: so they allied with newly ennobled families,
regardless of their status: Honour (the lowest) or Rank (middling). They put in a special effort to mutually support
each other as they pushed up various corporate hierarchies, or started up businesses themselves: corporations are
not very interested in where you come from or your family name, but are extremely interested in how much valueadded work you can do, and how much money you can make for them.
Even as House Popa worked to climb up the social ladder, they found the competition far stiffer than before. For
millennia, even up to the last few centuries, there was far less travel between worlds, interstellar society was much
more smaller and personal, and making your name known across interstellar society wasn’t that hard, once the
initial hurdles were passed. But now, in the post-Civil War era, the Third Imperium had become far wealthier than
any interstellar state was before: but that meant there was a lot more noise to cut through, a lot more work had to
be done to get the attention of anyone of importance. Merely bearing an honourable Noble name wasn’t enough
to get the deal anymore… although it will still get you a hearing in many corporate offices.
202

House Popa kept at it, and after a few decades, between their larger businesses and their military servicemen ,
they could always be sure of having a knight or three in the current Honour Lists. After realizing the difficulty of
earning a peerage title, they decided to focus on buying and trading minor titles (all baronies of various cash
values) until they got what they wanted. The process – both of earning the monies needed, and making the chain
203
of deals work – took a good deal longer than they thought . A lot of delicate negotiations, coupled with
expensive wining and dining, safaris, and quiet financial contributions, were needed to insure the social
acceptance of House Popa once again in all the best local circles.

201

Note that the major leader has the most money, while the minor leader merely has the majority on his
side. Imperials are not big on democracy, but they are hardcore when it comes to wealth generation…
202
The Imperium cheerfully accepts all sexes, so long as they can meet the physical and mental requirements:
but House Popa remains pointedly patriarchal. “Political power, to protect your own or take what another has,
is tied to the ability to kill; and men make better killers.”
203
Perhaps you have to wait for the last of various lines to die, and then get into an expensive bidding process.
Or get the Emperor to reactivate a lapsed title. Or buy a title from a family in financial distress. Or marry into a
noble line, and have the eldest son (daughters don’t cut it for House Popa) inherit the property while keeping
the Popa name. Routinely, these titles would be half-way across the Imperium: not even in Verge Sector,
nevermind the worlds of Nuzuu subsector House Popa aspired to once again rule: horse-trading would then be
called for. And finally, any deal could be cut down in a flash, if a given Emperor or the Imperial College of Arms
felt that the process was being ‘too mercenary’, soiling the honour of the Peerage and the Nobility.
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204

Many Imperial Throne Rooms are quite unique , reflecting the tastes, history, and
familial/cultural/corporate/racial/religious allegiances of the ruling house in question. But within Nuzuu
subsector, many ruling families make a point of creating similar throne rooms, to reflect their shared history and
outlooks in both life and ruling philosophy. The top graphic is titled “Royal Hall”,
https://andreasrocha.deviantart.com/art/Royal-Hall-696333703, and the second is “Royal Hall (2nd version)”
https://andreasrocha.deviantart.com/art/Royal-Hall-2nd-version-701640017, both © Andreas Rocha.

204

The Vilani families are the major exception: by deliberate choice, they all somewhat resemble each other.
This resemblance become a rigid adherence to the First Imperial classical architectural forms and styles in
Vland Sector, and among the Pure Vilani ruling families: but is more or less detectable across the old domain
of the Ziru Sirka, including the Vilani-culture, racially Solomani systems.
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The Solomani Rim War
When the Solomani Rim War started, House Popa – unlike many other Noble families – was caught completely
flatfooted. They had made no effort to preposition their military scions in the best positions; or to get their cut of
the fat military contracts; or political preparations to leverage their anti-Solomani bias to a position in a future
Imperial administration in ex-Solomani Space. All they could do is salute, and send their boys to serve in His
Majesty’s forces in their march to Terra…from way back in the rear echelons. “By the time we finally get to the
Solomani Sphere, the war will be long over, and all the best spoils would have long been divvied up.”
Well, no.
The Rim War proved to be more grinding and difficult than most expected, and the vague dream of winning a few
titles and grabbing a bit of loot dissolved into the reality of simply trying to both survive and obey your orders. All
of the soldiers and spacers House Popa contributed to the war effort were dead or in POW camps by 994, not even
half-way through the war. Only a few family firms truly prospered, especially StarQuic, repairing, refurbishing and
upgrading innumerable small Imperial vessels and minor warships as fast as they could, 24x7x365.
After the war ended, the returning POWs were welcomed with gladness, with many taking up new corporate
positions in many patriotic businesses, most definitely including StarQuic, but also in the megacorporate firms. But
the nature of the Imperium had fundamentally changed by its self-righteous pseudo-crusade against the Solomani
Confederation: more centralized, more moralistic, more militaristic, more uncompromising, more collectivistic,
more demanding of total, unconditional surrenders of all her enemies. This shift would have severe consequences
205
in her next and final crisis: the assassination of Emperor Strephon, in 1116 Imperial.

The Rotting Roots of the Golden Age
House Popa came into prominence in the late 1000s, with several famed subsector and sector business managers
within Verge Sector bearing the Popa name, especially between 1048 and 1083. The amounts of wealth these men
and women generated, coupled with the high esteem they were held in business circles, placed a shine to the Popa
name.
With their earlier disgrace of three centuries past now forgotten by all but the historians and the most aristocratic
of the aristocrats, House Popa grew wealthier than ever before in its history… even as the size of the House began
to shrink with surprisingly swiftness. From 80,755 members of the family in 993, just before the Solomani Rim War,
206
the number of kinsmen fell to 8,526 by 1101, just over a century later.
The decline – first in birth rates, and then in absolute numbers – really got started in the 1020s. With great wealth,
great ease, and a lack of challenges, most of the clans outside of the senior branches (the ones with a strong
tradition of service to the Imperium; to the worlds of Arkunen, Kapakoo, Lekhana and Unseren; or to the family
itself) decided to focus on just enjoying life, without making waves that could endanger their comfort or place in
207
life. Aggressive exhortations and gentle homilies alike had no effect: threats against their sinecures, their trust
205

A nice discussion of the shift can be found in Nisbet work. Gary North provides a good overview of this in
his article “Nisbet on Messianic War”, https://www.garynorth.com/public/10950.cfm. As major wars,
including the original Crusades, are secularizing events so far as Christian history is concerned, they are best
avoided when possible. This contrasts with the ‘war is the health of the state’ crowd, but that’s OK: the ways
of Christ and those who follow Him should be contrasted with those who choose to oppose Him, after all.
206
Very little of this decline is actually attributable to the Rim War: only about 2,400 family men actually died
in that conflict, and the high birthrates at the time covered the losses handily. Those that were Prisoners of
War had all returned to their home systems by 1015 Imperial, thirteen years after the end of the war in 1002.
207
Any resemblance to House Alkhalikoi is definitely intentional. Fish rot from the head, and the peak of the
ruling classes set the example for all the aristocrats below them – even in those meritocratic and/or
egalitarian societies where there are supposedly no aristocrats or ruling classes.
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fund incomes, and their comfy positions were brushed off. Even when these threats were carried out, or members
208
of the family were actually expelled and disinherited, the only reaction was resentment and rebellion.

Survival Margin
In 1101 Imperial, The One Hundred and Tenth Family Moot was held on Kapakoo. Although all clan elders were
called as per tradition, only about a third bothered to show up. The Archons, the major Clan Elders, and the most
aggressive, energetic, and devout of the lesser Clans suspected that turnout would be weak, and – before the
meeting was formally begun – had done quite a bit of politicking and backroom plotting, to take advantage of this
window of opportunity to save the family line.
209

The first order of business was a strong reassertion of patriarchal authority, the permanence of marriage, and a
renewal of the ban on pre-nuptial sexuality. The revised Family Compact stated, “Without a single male head of
the family, the governance of the clan would be increasingly challenged, which will lead to the disintegration of the
clan as a unified as an effective governing unit, able to police itself and enforce policy. Without the permanence of
marriage, family ties would fray and snap, and dynastic unions with other Houses would mean nothing. A House
that permits self-discipline and restraint to decline – financially, militarily, academically, and sexually – is on its way
210
to dissipation and ruin. House Popa intends to rule indefinitely.”
Even though the end result was already baked into the cake, actually bringing in the Family Compact and
associated bylaws was still an occasion of strife, personality clashes, and great turmoil. Those who were not in on
the plan were astonished, and fought hard to stop the new rules from being certified, even as it became
increasingly obvious that the fix was in. All the leaders of an entire branch of the family walked out of the Moot:
after changing their House name from Popa to Lupei, they worked hard and successfully lead many the lesser
members of the house to adopt their new name and banner.
While the newly established House Lupei has only a few minor Nobles – a few Knights, two Baronets, and a single
Baron – as leaders, and far less wealth and prestige than House Popa, they do have numbers (~2000 members
211
compared to the ~1000 of House Popa… until the migrant reinforcements from the Solomani Sphere show up )
and a more aggressive, “insurgent underdog” attitude compared to the “old-school establishment” views of House
Popa. Their primary assets are some profitable small and mid-sized businesses in Dikaash, a wealthy world eight
212
parsecs from Kapakoo and the capital of Vipach Subsector. They are eager to stop House Popa from being
reinforced with new family members; but if they fail, House Lupei will have to reduce their attacks on House Popa
to only occasional harassment at moments of opportunity: they just don’t have the war-chest for a sustained

208

Some troublemakers actually learned the hard lessons of life, and made something of their lives. Most,
though, merely drifted from one dead end position to another, or just bummed around, aimlessly wandering
across the stars. Not one returned home to beg forgiveness.
209
On the serious flaws of patriarchal rule, see Marinov’s “Patriarchy and Sodomy”,
https://reconstructionistradio.com/patriarchy-and-sodomy/
210
After the coup, sexual discipline is more strongly enforced among the clanswomen, including public
shaming and disinheritance. Double standards endure, but are on the decline: blood-brothers who whore
around are shamed and mocked, and sometimes cut off from the family as well. “If you can’t control your lust,
you won’t control your money, your sidearm, your family, or yourself. And the House doesn’t need more
costly liabilities.” For more, I recommend North’s “Teenage Sexual Promiscuity vs. Economic Progress”
https://www.garynorth.com/members/login.cfm?hpage=10597.cfm … or just go to the source, J.D Unwin’s
Sex and Culture - https://archive.org/details/b20442580
211
Assuming they show up. *cough, cough*
212
As of 1105: Dikaash/Vipach/Gushemege 0738, B6279B8-D: Domain of Vland. Subsector capital. Naval,
Scout base.
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dynastic war. The focus must shift to building wealth and family alliances on Dikaash herself… as well as raising a
213
new family compound on land they hope to gain as an Imperial fief.

Sometimes, even the most eager Traveller can get a little homesick…
This graphic is titled “A Perfect Sunset VIII” © Axel JP.
See his work at https://axel-astro-art.deviantart.com/art/A-perfect-sunset-VIII-542521568
The remaining House Popa loyalists, seeing the many defections to the new House Lupei, decided to beef up their
own numbers: but how? Eventually, they decided to expand their survival margin by using their wealth to bring in
the Pure Solomani losers of the Popa Clan Wars of four centuries ago. Intrepid family historians and genealogists
had traced these survivors to several worlds in the Solomani Confederation. The largest group first emigrated to
Barsoom/Jardin in Solomani Rim, and then relocated to distant Hippoax/Hulda, in Canopus. There, they have
prospered fairly well, having multiplied to the 50,000-strong ‘Popai ethnic minority group’… despite being stuck in
the working/small businessman class, unable to return to the social heights they once enjoyed.

House Status, 1105 Imperial
Today, 3000 years after the founding of the House, the genetic and cultural legacy of Lt. Mircea Popa continues to
survive, if noticeably reduced from a century, or even five years, before. With the recent family split, bitter
renunciations, and disinheritances still settling down, as of 001-1105 Imperial there are 1,127 Full Members of the
House, divided into seventeen recognised clans, not including the ~1000 possible immigrants (including ~120

213

It’s quite likely that House Popa will do something about this. Exactly what, how, when, and the scale of
violence involved will be determined by the Referee. A grudging but stable truce is unlikely, but certainly
possible. If the dynastic feuding gets out of hand, a firm Imperial Intervention is very likely.
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214

minors) from the Solomani Sphere. The family has 22 Imperial knights, four baronets, and three barons serving
the Imperium in various local capacities within Nuzuu and Vipach subsectors: of the 22 knights, as well as hundreds
of untitled members serving various major interstellar interests and local Imperial forces. The central family
compound on Jaeyelya/Vipach/Gushemege (during the First Imperium, Irup Gakadiguudi) was rebuilt on 1043.
Rulers:
Naturally, the political muscle of the House is in the hereditary positions it holds.
Arkunen: not the senior Viscount, not the Baron; but two of the eight ruling knights are of House Popa.
Note that this world is now directly ruled by the neighbouring system of Tier, not the Imperium.
Kapakoo: the senior Baron, the Baronet, and both knights are of House Popa
Lekhana: the senior Baron is of House Popa, but neither of the world’s ruling knights are of House Popa.
However, they are both of an allied house, House Bournes: a house which gained their first hereditary
Imperial Noble partly due to the backing of House Popa in a quiet ‘quid pro quo’ arrangement.
Unseren: the senior (and only) Knight is of House Popa
Unlike the other systems, this Knight (like his system) is actually under the authority of the Ducal court of
Moibin, not the ruling Duchess of Nuzuu.
Note that there are numerous minor worlds in Nuzuu and Vipach subsectors where House Popa ruled between
454 and 719, and many cities and subplanetary regions that they have historical links to.
Minor nobles, Military:
Three baronets, and five knights. All but one knight is with the Imperial Army: the remaining knight is a member of
the Sector Duchesses’ military attaché team, ‘without portfolio’.
Minor nobles, Corporate:
Twelve knights: not a surprise, as this generation of the family leans corporate rather than military. Half serve in
family concerns, a quarter in other subsector concerns in Nuzuu and Vipach subsectors, and the rest in sector-wide
concerns. As of 1105, none serve in key megacorporate positions: there are efforts to change this, but aristocratic
competition here is fierce. “Get the money, get the guns, get the power… or get out!”
The vitality of the newly founded Imperium was evidenced by its rapid expansion and economic growth.
The time was right for a new empire; the human populations of the territory wanted and needed this vast
interstellar government. The Third Imperium was an expression of the people who populated it: strong,
vital, ambitious.
A thousand years later, the strength and vitality of the human populations were missing; all that remained
was the ambition, and that ambition was channeled inward. No longer did the population see expansion
as the means to a better future; leaders looked at redistributing the wealth of the Imperium and at carving
out petty duchies within the known boundaries of the empire.
Against this background, it was inevitable for some small stimulus to trigger the fall of the Imperium. And
once that happened, there was no turning back.
In the founding days of the Imperium, great men dreamed great dreams...and achieved them. In the last
days of the Imperium, petty men dreamed petty dreams... and achieved them too.
– Introduction to MegaTraveller: The Rebellion Sourcebook, page 5
Ending Theme: “Wind and Willow”, Wayne Gratz, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Guu3Q4UK1Jc

214

This is in comparison with the ~2,000 members of House Lupei, the estimated ~3,000 undecided/uncaring
family members scattered across the Imperium, and the 50,000 Pure Solomani kinsmen remaining on
Hipponax. There may be as many as 100,000 Pure Solomani kin on various other Confederation worlds, family
that remain largely/rarely uncontacted. Almost all of them are ignorant of their family history & bloodline.
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Exodus: Detailed Maps & Charts
Note that this starmap, and all the following starmaps in this issue, were created with the online website
www.travellermap.com. This includes the planetary data sheets on page 55 and 56, as well as the map on page 57.
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